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[Title of the Invention] APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR

MANUFACTURING LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY DEVICE

[Abstract]

[Object] To realize an apparatus for manufacturing liquid

crystal display devices capable of precisely joining two

substrates which are opposed to each other without

destruction of the substrates.

[Solving Means] An apparatus for manufacturing a liquid

crystal display device in which a lower substrate 3 whose

upper surface is coated with an adhesive 1 and to which a

liquid crystal material 2 is dropped is arranged in a vacuum

container C at atmospheric pressure, the whole lower surface

is fixed by vacuum suction, an upper substrate 6 is arranged

so as to be opposed to the lower substrate 3 at a prescribed

interval, the whole upper surface is fixed by vacuum suction,

both the substrates or either one of them are approached so

as to bring into contact with each other, and both the

substrates 3 and 6 are pressurized to join the substrates,

wherein a plurality of suction systems 7a and b are equipped

in a suction mechanism 7 which performs vacuum suction on

the whole upper surface of the upper substrate 6 and a

suction force is controlled when fixing the upper substrate

6 by the suction force at atmospheric pressure so that

possible destruction of the upper substrate 6 can be
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prevented.

[Claims]

[Claim 1] An apparatus for manufacturing a liquid crystal

display device in which a. lower substrate whose upper

surface is coated with an adhesive and to which a liquid

crystal material is dropped is arranged in a vacuum

container at atmospheric pressure, the whole lower surface

is fixed by vacuum suction, an upper substrate is arranged

so as to be opposed to the lower substrate at a prescribed

interval, the whole upper surface is fixed by vacuum suction,

both the substrates or either one of them are approached so

as to bring into contact with each other, and both the

substrates are pressurized to join the substrates, wherein a

plurality of suction systems are equipped in a suction

mechanism by which the whole upper surface of the upper

substrate is fixed by vacuum suction.

[Claim 2] The apparatus for manufacturing a liquid

crystal display device according to Claim 1, wherein both

suction systems have a structure that aperture ratio of a

suction hole in vacuum is larger than at atmospheric

pressure

.

[Claim 3] The apparatus for manufacturing a liquid

crystal display device in which a lower substrate whose

upper surface is coated with an adhesive and to which a

liquid crystal material is dropped is arranged in a vacuum
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container at atmospheric pressure, the whole lower surface

is fixed by vacuum suction, an upper substrate is arranged

so as to be opposed to the lower substrate at a prescribed

interval, the whole upper surface is fixed by vacuum suction,

both the substrates or either one of them are approached so

as to bring into contact with each other, and both the

substrates are pressurized to join the substrates, wherein a

plane-controlled suction transfer mechanism which controls

the whole surface of the substrates to be a flat plane at

atmospheric pressure is equipped.

[Claim 4] The apparatus for manufacturing a liquid crystal

display device in which a lower substrate whose upper

surface is coated with an adhesive and to which a liquid

crystal material is dropped is arranged in a vacuum

container at atmospheric pressure, the whole lower surface

is fixed by vacuum suction, an upper substrate is arranged

so as to be opposed to the lower substrate at a prescribed

interval, the whole upper surface is fixed by vacuum suction,

both the substrates or either one of them are approached so

as to bring into contact with each other, and both the

substrates are pressurized to join the substrates, wherein a

method of curing the adhesive in the vacuum container after

pressurizing the upper substrate and lower substrate is

installed.

[Claim 5] The apparatus for manufacturing a liquid
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crystal display device according to Claim 4, wherein

ultraviolet ray irradiation method is provided for adhesive

curing

.

[Claim 6] The apparatus for manufacturing a liquid

crystal display device according to Claim 4, wherein the

adhesive curing at atmospheric pressure is provided as a

adhesive curing method.

[Claim 7] The apparatus for manufacturing a liquid

crystal display device in which a lower substrate whose

upper surface is coated with an adhesive and to which a

liquid crystal material is dropped is arranged in a vacuum

container at atmospheric pressure, the whole lower surface

is fixed by vacuum suction, an upper substrate is arranged

so as to be opposed to the lower substrate at a prescribed

interval, the whole upper surface is fixed by vacuum suction,

both the substrates or either one of them are approached so

as to bring into contact with each other, and both the

substrates are pressurized to join the substrates, wherein

the vacuum suction of the whole upper surface of the upper

substrate is carried out by a suction mechanism equipped

with a plurality of suction systems.

[Claim 8] An apparatus for manufacturing a liquid crystal

display device in which a lower substrate whose upper

surface is coated with an adhesive and to which a liquid

crystal material is dropped is arranged in a vacuum
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container at atmospheric pressure, the whole lower surface

is fixed by vacuum suction, an upper substrate is arranged

so as to be opposed to the lower substrate at a prescribed

interval, the whole upper surface is fixed by vacuum suction,

both the substrates or either one of them are approached so

as to bring into contact with each other, and both the

substrates are pressurized to join the substrates, wherein a

plane-controlled suction transfer mechanism controls the

whole surface of the substrates to be a flat plane and

performs a suction transfer at atmospheric pressure.

[Claim 9] An apparatus for manufacturing a liquid crystal

display device in which a lower substrate whose upper

surface is coated with an adhesive and to which a liquid

crystal material is dropped is arranged in a vacuum

container at atmospheric pressure, the whole lower surface

is fixed by vacuum suction, an upper substrate is arranged

so as to be opposed to the lower substrate at a prescribed

interval, the whole upper surface is fixed by vacuum suction,

both the substrates or either one of them are approached so

as to bring into contact with each other, and both the

substrates are pressurized to join the substrates, wherein

the adhesive is cured in the vacuum container after

pressurizing the upper substrate and lower substrate.

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]
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[Technical Field of the Invention]

The present invention relates to an apparatus and

method for manufacturing a liquid crystal display device

which is used as an image display panel for personal

computers or television sets.

[0002]

[Description of the Related Art]

A conventional method for manufacturing a liquid

crystal display device will be described with reference to

Figs. 7 to 10.

[0003]

In the structure of the liquid crystal display device,

as shown in Fig. 7, a regular gap is held between a lower

substrate 11 and an upper substrate 12 which are opposed to

each other and consist of light-penetrating material, an

electrically charged liquid crystal material 13 is filled in

the gap, and both the substrates 11 and 12 are joined with

each other by an ultraviolet ray curing type adhesive 14.

The adhesive 14 contains a spacer 12 for holding a regular

interval (a diameter of 5 Jim) between the upper substrate 12

and the lower substrate 11.

[0004]

As a method for arranging a liquid crystal material 13

in the adhesive 14, as shown in Fig. 8, there is a liquid

crystal dropping method including coating the adhesive 14 on
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the lower substrate 11 with a thickness of 30 jam (process a),

dropping the liquid crystal material 13 in the adhesive 14

(process b) , superposing the upper substrate 12 on the lower

substrate 11 and pressurizing both the substrates 11 and 12

until the interval between the upper substrate 12 and the

lower substrate 11 becomes 5 |jm (process c) , and then curing

the adhesive 14 by ultraviolet rays 16 (process d) to

complete a liquid crystal display device.

[0005]

Hereinafter, a method for joining the two substrates

will be described in detail with reference to Figs. 9 and 10.

[0006]

First, the lower substrate 11 whose upper surface is

coated with an ultraviolet ray curing type adhesive 14 with

a thickness of 30 Jim and to which a liquid crystal material

13 is arranged in the adhesive 14 is mounted on a

horizontally movable table 17, and the whole lower surface

of the lower substrate 11 is fixed by a vacuum suction force

of a suction mechanism 18 (process a)

.

[0007]

Next, the upper substrate 12 which consists of light-

penetrating material is fixed by a vacuum suction force of a

suction mechanism 19, a vacuum container C is closed, and

the suction mechanism 19 is vertically lowered so that the

upper substrate 12 is brought into contact with the liquid
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crystal material 13 or the adhesive 14 (process b) . Next,

the table 17 having the lower substrate 11 mounted thereon

is moved in a horizontal direction, so that the upper

substrate 12 and the lower substrate 11 are aligned (process

c) .

[0008]

Next, the suction mechanism 19 is vertically lowered so

that the upper substrate 12 is brought into contact with the

lower substrate 11 by means of the adhesive 14, and

pressurized until the interval between the two substrates

becomes 5 (process d) . Thereafter, the joined lower and

upper substrates 11 and 12 are fixed by a vacuum suction

force of a suction mechanism 20 and transferred out from the

vacuum container C (process e) . Next, ultraviolet rays 16

are irradiated to cure the adhesive 14, and thus the joining

of the lower substrate 11 and upper substrate 12 is

completed.

[0009]

[Problems to be Solved by the Invention]

However, in the conventional method, since the vacuum

suction is performed on the upper substrate 12 in the vacuum

container, a wide suction area is required to ensure the

vacuum suction force. For example, a glass having the upper

substrate with a thickness of 0.7 mm requires 70% of

aperture ratio. Accordingly, the suction force becomes
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excessive when fixing the whole upper surface of the upper

substrate 12 by the vacuum suction force of the suction

mechanism 19 at atmospheric pressure. As a result, the

upper substrate 12 is brought into abrupt contact with the

suction mechanism 19, which leads to a problem of possible

destruction of the upper substrate 12.

[0010]

Also, point suction by using a suction pad is applied

when the lower substrate 11 and upper substrate 12 are

joined and pressurized so that the interval between the

substrates becomes 5 (luti, and thus the joined lower substrate

11 and upper substrate 12 are transferred out from the

vacuum container C by the vacuum suction force of the

suction mechanism 20. Thus, as shown in the process e of

Fig. 10, the lower substrate 11 and upper substrate 12 are

distorted, which leads to a position deviation of the lower

substrate 11 and the upper substrate 12.

[0011]

Also, since the joined lower substrate 11 and upper

substrate 12 are transferred out from the vacuum container C

by the vacuum suction force of the suction mechanism 20 and

irradiated by the ultraviolet rays to cure the adhesive by

means of a separate unit, the lower substrate 11 and upper

substrate 12 are distorted during moving the substrates.

Thus, the positional deviation occurs in the lower substrate
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ll and the upper substrate 12.

[0012]

An object of the present invention is to provide an

apparatus for manufacturing a liquid crystal display device

capable of precisely joining two substrates which are

arranged so as to be opposed to each other without

destruction of the substrates.

[0013]

[Means for Solving the Problems]

According to the present invention, there is provided

an apparatus for manufacturing a liquid crystal display

device in which a lower substrate whose upper surface is

coated with an adhesive and to which a liquid crystal

material is dropped is arranged in a vacuum container at

atmospheric pressure, the whole lower surface is fixed by

vacuum suction, an upper substrate is arranged so as to be

opposed to the lower substrate at a prescribed interval, the

whole upper surface is fixed by vacuum suction, both the

substrates or either one of them are approached so as to

bring into contact with each other, and both the substrates

are pressurized to join the substrates, wherein a plurality

of suction systems are equipped in a suction mechanism which

performs vacuum suction on the whole upper surface of the

upper substrate so that suction force can be controlled when

fixing the upper substrate at atmospheric pressure. Thus,
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possible destruction of the upper substrate can be prevented

when the upper substrate is brought into contact with a

suction mechanism.

[0014]

Both suction systems are constructed so as to have a

suction hole whose aperture ratio in vacuum is larger than

at atmospheric pressure.

[0015]

According to the present invention, there is also

provided a method for manufacturing a liquid crystal display

device in which a lower substrate whose upper surface is

coated with an adhesive and to which a liquid crystal

material is dropped is arranged in a vacuum container at

atmospheric pressure, the whole lower surface is fixed by

vacuum suction, an upper substrate is arranged so as to be

opposed to the lower substrate at a prescribed interval, the

whole upper surface is fixed by vacuum suction, both the

substrates or either one of them are approached so as to

bring into contact with each other, and both the substrates

are pressurized to join the substrates, wherein a plane-

controlled suction transfer mechanism controls the whole

surface of the substrates to be a flat plane at atmospheric

pressure so that the joined lower substrate and upper

substrate can be transferred out from the vacuum container

without generating distortion of the substrates. Thus, the
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positional deviation of the upper substrate and the lower

substrate can be avoided.

[0016]

According to the present invention, there is also

provided a method for manufacturing a liquid crystal display

device in which a lower substrate whose upper surface is

coated with an adhesive and to which a liquid crystal

material is dropped is arranged in a vacuum container at

atmospheric pressure, the whole lower surface is fixed by

vacuum suction, an upper substrate is arranged so as to be

opposed to the lower substrate at a prescribed interval, the

whole upper surface is fixed by vacuum suction, both the

substrates or either one of them are approached so as to

bring into contact with each other, and both the substrates

are pressurized to join the substrates, wherein the adhesive

is cured in the vacuum container after pressurizing the

upper substrate and the lower substrate. Since the adhesive

is cured in the vacuum container after pressurizing the

upper substrate and the lower substrate, and then

transferred from the vacuum container, the positional

deviation of the upper substrate and the lower substrate can

be avoided.

[0017]

The adhesive is preferably cured by means of

irradiating the ultraviolet rays and curing the adhesive at
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atmospheric pressure, but a vacuum curing is also

appropriate

•

[0018]

[Description of the Embodiments]

Hereinafter, an apparatus for manufacturing a liquid

crystal display device according to a first embodiment of

the present invention will be described with reference to

Figs . 1 and 2

.

[0019]

First, a lower substrate 3 whose upper surface is

coated with an ultraviolet ray curing type adhesive 1 with a

thickness of 30 Jim and to which a liquid crystal material 2

is arranged in the adhesive 1 is mounted on a horizontally

movable table 4, and the whole lower surface of the lower

substrate 3 is fixed by a vacuum suction force of a suction

mechanism 5 (process a)

.

[0020]

Next, the upper surface of an upper substrate 6

consisting of light-penetration material is arranged so as

to be opposed to the lower substrate 3, and fixed by a

vacuum suction force of a suction mechanism 7 (process b) .

Here, the suction fixation is carried out by only the first

suction system 7a of the suction mechanism 7. Then,

additional suction fixation is carried out by the second

suction system 7b, the aperture ratio of a suction hole is
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enlarged, and the whole surface of the upper substrate 6 is

fixed by the first and the second suction systems 7a and b

(process c)

.

[0021]

Next, a vacuum container C is closed and evacuated and

then both or either of the substrates 3 and 6 are aligned in

vacuum so as to be opposed to each other (operation 6)

.

Then, both or either of the substrates 3 and 6 are

approached to each other so as to be pressurized and then

joined (process e)

.

[0022]

Next, the joined both substrates 3 and 6 is transferred

out from the vacuum container C, ultraviolet rays are

irradiated by an ultraviolet irradiation method 8 to cure an

adhesive 1, and the joining of the lower substrate 3 and the

upper substrate 6 is completed (process f )

.

[0023]

According to the first embodiment of the present

invention, when fixing the whole upper surface of the upper

substrate 6 by the vacuum suction force of the suction

mechanism 7 at atmospheric pressure, the suction force can

be controlled by using only the first suction system 7a. As

a result, the upper substrate 6 is no longer brought into

abrupt contact with the suction mechanism 7a and b, and thus

the possible destruction of the upper substrate 6 is removed.
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Also, suction fixation in vacuum is surely ensured, since it

is carried out by the first and the second suction systems

7a and b.

[0024]

Next, an apparatus for manufacturing a liquid crystal

display device according to a second embodiment of the

present invention will be described with reference to Figs.

3 and 4

.

[0025]

First, a lower substrate 3 whose upper surface is

coated with an ultraviolet ray curing type adhesive 1 with a

thickness of 30 Jim and to which a liquid crystal material 2

is arranged in the adhesive 1 is mounted on a horizontally

movable table 4, and the whole lower surface of the lower

substrate 3 is fixed by a vacuum suction force of a suction

mechanism 5 (process a)

.

[0026]

Next, the upper surface of an upper substrate 6

consisting of light-penetration material is fixed by a

vacuum suction force of a suction mechanism 7 (process b)

.

Next, a vacuum container C is closed and evacuated and then

both or either of the substrates 3 and 6 are aligned in

vacuum so as to be opposed to each other (process c) . Then,

both or either of the substrates 3 and 6 are approached to

each other so as to be pressurized and then joined (process
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d) .

[0027]

Next, a vacuum suction is performed on the joined both

substrates 3 and 6 by a suction transfer mechanism 9 which

controls the whole surface of the substrates to be a flat

panel. Then the substrates are transferred out from the

vacuum container C. Next, ultraviolet rays are irradiated

by an ultraviolet irradiation method 8 to cure an adhesive 1,

and the joining of the lower substrate 3 and the upper

substrate 6 is completed (process f )

.

[0028]

According to the second embodiment of the present

invention, the lower substrate 3 and the upper substrate 6

are joined and pressurized so that the interval between the

lower and upper substrates becomes 5 pn. Since the vacuum

suction is performed on the joined substrates 3 and 6 by the

suction transfer mechanism 9 which controls the whole

surface of the substrates to be a flat panel, the possible

distortion of the lower substrate 3 and upper substrate 6

during transferring is removed. Thus, the positional

deviation of the upper substrate and the lower substrate can

be avoided.

[0029]

Next, an apparatus for manufacturing a liquid crystal

display device according to a third embodiment of the
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present invention will be described with reference to Figs.

5 and 6.

[0030]

First, a lower substrate 3 whose upper surface is

coated with an ultraviolet ray curing type adhesive 1 with a

thickness of 30 jam and to which a liquid crystal material 2

is arranged in the adhesive 1 is mounted on a horizontally

movable table 4, and the whole lower surface of the lower

substrate 3 is fixed by a vacuum suction force of a suction

mechanism 5 (process a)

.

[0031]

Next, the upper surface of an upper substrate 6

consisting of light-penetration material is fixed by a

vacuum suction force of a suction mechanism 7 (process b)

.

Next, a vacuum container C is closed and evacuated and then

both or either of the substrates 3 and 6 are aligned in

vacuum so as to be opposed to each other (process c) . Then,

both or either of the substrates 3 and 6 are approached to

each other so as to be pressurized and then joined (process

d) .

[0032]

Next, on the table 4 in the vacuum container C, the

joined substrates 3 and 6 remain fixed by the suction

fixation, ultraviolet rays are irradiated by an ultraviolet

irradiation method 8 to cure an adhesive 1, and the joining
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of the lower substrate 3 and the upper substrate 6 is

completed (process e) . Thereafter, the substrates are

removed from the vacuum container C and transferred by a

transfer means (not shown)

[0033]

According to the third embodiment of the present

invention, the lower substrate 3 and the upper substrate 6

are joined and pressurized so that the interval between the

lower and upper substrates becomes 5 |im. Next, on the

joined lower substrate 3 and upper substrate 6, the

ultraviolet rays are irradiated by the ultraviolet

irradiation method installed in the same apparatus to cure

the adhesive 1. Thus, the possible distortion of the lower

substrate 3 and upper substrate 6 is removed and the

positional deviation of the upper substrate and the lower

substrate can be avoided. Also, the ultraviolet radiation

may be performed in vacuum.

[0034]

[Advantages]

According to the first embodiment of the present

invention, since a plurality of suction systems are equipped

in the suction mechanism which performs vacuum suction on

the whole surface of the upper substrate, the vacuum suction

force can be controlled during the suction fixation of the

whole upper surface of the upper substrate at atmospheric
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pressure. Thus, it can be avoided that the upper substrate

is brought into abrupt contact with the suction mechanism,

which leads to the possible destruction of the upper

substrate

.

[0035]

Also, according to the second embodiment of the present

invention, suction transfer is carried out by a panel-

controlled suction transfer mechanism which controls the

whole surface of the substrates to be a flat panel at

atmospheric pressure. As a result, the lower substrate and

upper substrate can be transferred out from the vacuum

container without generating distortion. Thus, the

positional deviation of the upper substrate and the lower

substrate can be avoided.

[0036]

Also, according to the third embodiment of the present

invention, a method of curing the adhesive in the vacuum

container after pressuring the upper substrate and the lower

substrate is installed. Since the adhesive is cured in the

vacuum container after pressurizing the upper substrate and

the lower substrate and then transferred out from the vacuum

container, the positional deviation of the upper substrate

and the lower substrate can be avoided.

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Fig. 1]
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Fig. 1 is a schematic cross-sectional view of processes

of an apparatus for manufacturing a liquid crystal display

device according to a first embodiment of the present

invention.

[Fig. 2]

Fig. 2 is a schematic cross-sectional view of the

following processes of Fig. 1.

[Fig. 3]

Fig. 3 is a schematic cross-sectional view of processes

of an apparatus for manufacturing a liquid crystal display

device according to a second embodiment of the present

invention

.

[Fig. 4]

Fig. 4 is a schematic cross-sectional view of the

following processes of Fig. 3.

[Fig. 5]

Fig. 3 is a schematic cross-sectional view of processes

of an apparatus for manufacturing a liquid crystal display

device according to a third embodiment of the present

invention

.

[Fig. 6]

Fig. 6 is a schematic cross-sectional view of the

following processes of Fig. 5.

[Fig. 7]

Fig. 7 is a schematic cross-sectional view of structure
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of a liquid crystal display device.

[Fig. 8]

Fig. 8 is a schematic cross-sectional view of

manufacturing process of a liquid crystal display device

[Fig. 9]

Fig. 9 is a schematic cross-sectional view of processes

of a conventional apparatus for manufacturing a liquid

crystal display device.

[Fig. 10]

Fig. 10 is a schematic cross-sectional view of the

following processes of Fig. 9.

[Reference Numerals]

1: adhesive

2: liquid crystal material

3: lower substrate

5: suction mechanism

6: upper substrate

7: suction mechanism

7a: first suction system

7b: second suction system

8: ultraviolet ray irradiation method

9: plane-controlled suction transfer mechanism

C: vacuum container
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[0 0 0 7] 3^tt^l4^&««±S£l 2©±
50 M<D±m*<&.m®m\ 9K«tS«2E«»TH^U



3

fl£TRS*T, ±S1£l 2tm&ttm 3£fttf&*
Ml 4 CDBb) . *fc. TS&l 1*»
KLfc-f- >T;I/ 1 7 fczkTOlRlfciggiS-eT, TSffi l

lfc±3«l 2 0ffiB*t>*«fT3 (He) .

[0 0 0 8] 3«c. ®S«S1I§ 1 9 *SB*1rUcTRS
±S« 1 2 *mm\ 1 4 *rtLTTS« 1 1 icm

£fo-tt\ S iimZT-tiaEZikZ COSd) „ ^©&, -
ttfcft-DftTSt&l lfcJtSRI 2««9««2 0lcJ:

ltKsggg c^ t> ai utisig-fa d
fie) o 8*1-81 6*HBLT«BH«»k«-e
TTS1S1 l t±«El 2 ©W»)^*)-a:*%7-r* (I

8f) o

[000 9]

34fiBfe©BB-ett» iess»o*-r?±a«©!^R«

IffiS^-r-So fiiRff. ±Sffi©J¥S^0. 7 mm©
**7X©ii^tt7 0%©^P*%S-rs„ ^-tat,
*B+-e±B«l 2©±M<0£9%fSi>flHil

futtttt r 9icmmcmmu ±s« 1 2 *tfcsta

[0 0 10] Sfc. TSBl 1 t±SSl 2£&!i?)£to

5/imST-iPEU -ftfc&oftTSSl 1 fc±S
Si 2«rK»««|2 0tJ;SKSii*T*^SSCA^
VDI&l/rttg*fT**li:. «t^? K«lcJ:«AltB
T'fe-5fc46, 01 0©l8e{c|l^©crt<, TSSl
1 fc±Sffil 2#}iA/C*Lg:V\ TSffil 1 fc±Sffi l

2 1*HMifn5Bec.f t <^ ? isratffc ^> ft.

[0 0 11] Sfc, -ftfc&^ftTSffi 1 1 fc±Sffi 1

m tr«as*fjv\ «©£»£ <t o«wa*Ba«lt»
»ai*«{t:*-eafti&, ^©F^©^iiK: <};t)TSSl 1

fc±g&l 2*^A/T-WSV\ TSffil 1 fc±gffil

2

tiWttB-rnaBc* t^ 3 raisv*^ ft.

[0 0 12] ±Eft£©RH£K:£&* «IrI

T*«MfcEB*ttfe2tt©^*«B**c fcft<B

< ?) £fe-ea c t tfT*2«SASii3R?«£SB

[00 13]

B«*»ttt4ft»0¥a] *5Wi©£ 1 5BHtt» ±

Mf?fflM+fcTK£§§Srt£EB UTTffl0©±ffi*B£
®*T'@£U TS$fc*f|pj-fa <fc 9 fc^©P^PiT'±

»R*EBLT±«©£ffifcJBS»»LTBJeU H£

tiPEU ft££*tt 0 £fr-t£a <fc 3 1 IftftftB**

^Ba»Bici3ir^T. ±s«©±ffii^ffi^ss?&a-ri1

B»B«K:aft©»»36tt«Rttft «.©?*»>,

3) mi 2 0 0 0-3 1 0 7 5 9

4

«*<«a-ra©«ri»±T?#So

[0014] w&xjsmt* XMEfr-ommKMnm

sna.
[0015] $ft, *%n©%2^(t. ±ffi^ga^j

ff&f&SftBStHWBT*ttftTgfi£*Mf?Bm*
tTKSSSrttEB LTT«l©-£ffi£H£«i»T*@;£

10 U TS«(cW(R)-rS<ta{c3r^©F^llT*±S«^iaE

LT±«©£fl5*BfflftBLTH5£U »3&»H*Wfc:

TPI»Xfi-35©««*»B^»«*T«SfcllOEU
IfSB«tt 9 £t>^a <fc ? tc LfcftJU^BTHjfiSB

[0 0 1 6] Sft. *%9J©£3?S&a. ±65{Cg#glJ

20 «msnBawRtfasT«tiftTSfi**a[»H«*
fcT*38SrtfcEBLTTB©£ffi*K3Hft»-eH£
U T«SK«l^ ,r*J:3fc:BB£©HI«T?±«6*EB

HSftE^ftS^^to-liai^fcLft^BlSS^gBggB
tfe^T, '±S«i:Tfi«*i0ELftaS3SSSrt-eS
BJW%BHtra^a%H»ftt©T»9, ±S«fcTS

30 -rn^Ki±T-tao

[0017] »««*«fl:-ra¥a»4» KMntw^a

[0 0 18]

[%W©^fi6©JB^] (B 1 ©^fifiJg^) *I8W©B 1

©2Si8B»©Ba8aas?©WiSEB£-^T, 0 l v

[0 0 l 9] S-T, «Stif*3 0/imT'^*nft8
H®wtm<omm 1 aif*©»«b i ©^fflit^stt

40 n 2 flCTStifc&tttttffto&ftSTSK 3 7j<¥

«©±8S**«E*K T<&M®ffi 5 K <fcaX^KBTB
JETS (Iga) .

[0020] ^{c, TB4E3lc*Mr«J:3fcffi£mi
T% ajtttt»Rft»645±S«6*EBb, C©±SS
6 ©±BB**«(fKTBBBB 7 <cJ:«X$RBTB

(lib) . c©«P, ^s««7©mi©^a^
8E7 a©*tc<toT©^@^-ra. Mc. %2<D®m%
mibic*.zm&wgzmfa uT«B?t©iiip****

so < u ±sffi 6 (o±m*m i ro*b 2 ©es^^a I a

.



( 4 )

5

7bfcT««H^r* (16 c) .

[00 2 1] K£SggCACTUS? I tfc'tt

0«fil^lSlfc«j^iS^-lirT{4g^tjHt*?T9 (IS
d) . #fc, K^rXtt-^OSffi3, 6*lgifi#IiStf

TWSfcioEU 6*i&!>£tKt:S (XS
e) .

[0 0 2 2] B5»>£t>4i:fcSfSK3. 6£JK£

H«LT»«Wl*«fk**T, T«R3k±a«60 10

IS»)*t>4*tf5i57** CEBf) .

[0 0 2 3] *mMBmiz£M£. *5WT*±g«6©
±<8a©£®£»&«fiSl?§ 7 K J: SS^ftJB-pHS-r5«f
t x ^ i <omm%m 7 a ©*T*ea*-t5 c t xwtti*
WMT'ZZ<DX\ ±SfK6tf§UMMl7 aM7 bfc«

s«{cS)«-rs<ifc^*<, ±WR6*«a-r*ci:*t

4<45„ X^I?HM*T-ttm 1 tmz<o^M%

[00 2 4] (!g 2 <0msm) » #?gW©Sfl 2 ©
^mmmom^ynmi-omm^mi.c-D^x. 03, 0 20

[0 0 2 5] g®(CJS#3 0 /imr^^tlfc^
fttnsfciio&tfffl 1 atf^oaata 1 ortfl£ig&#

£fi£8iMBg4T-7>4±(;:ii^U TSS30T

jrrs (ita) o

«7tj:*jeaw«i*r* (xeb) „ 30

g»C*BflCTJiaSI**fTt\ «a»H«t»«:T, Pi

£Xtt-;>j©»£3, GeMOttftAAttBttWte
«T(ft«^to-e:*ff3 (lie) „

©g&3, 6*«ifi#ft;£4t:T«5fc:iinEU MSS
3, 6 «rlfi (XSd) o

[0 0 2 7] *»c, «&£*>«fc«B«3, 6©S«£

9KT«a«*LT«$8SC©$«Wc»£rs (IS
e) „ *fc. Sfi*HS«a^a8tTSWMt*BW*LT»
«»ll*BEfl:S«T, TfiS3fc±SR60lS9^to* 40

WtZJVZ (XSf) .

[0 0 2 8] 4qHBEWcJ:ntf. TS1£3fc±g®6
£HA 0 frtHfc 5 /x mS T?ftffi»» -{* fc*o fcTSfi
3 f:±Sffi 6 £¥®Sl«R*JS&li1i 9 fcTfMI LTft

3 i:±SE 6 tfgitf t&H-fftfcigc-f <ri:

#4v\,

[0029] 3 <ommBM) *K , *5gBJl©|g 3 ©

6*#HLT«BilSfc»^TBWrr«. 50

WBB2 0 0 0-3 1 0 7 5 9

6

[0 0 3 0] $3\ «SfCiP*3 0/imT?^*tlft^
fl-«fkIJ©&«S'J i RtR-©Jg;i&J i ©rtOBtffisa-

ft 2 sBOTS titej»tttt»fi*» 6 ft 3 7k¥

*lftlc8ttpril4r-^4±K:»«U, TS«3©T

ST* (IS a) o

[003 1] TSffi 3 fcttfil** i 3 £i!f£ISH
X\ 2«tttm*'64«±S«6©±«0^iS*««*
«7fc:J:5K£»reB£-r* ClSb) o X£
8BC*Hi;TJCffi3l*£fTb\ K3S*HSW'fcT» K
7?Xtt-*©Sffi 3 . 6 £gffi©#PWlR]tCffl*M2if]£

comm. 6*ffifi»»*#T«5iciQEu ^sk
3, 6*»9^t>-e-* CDHd) „

[0 0 3 2] ^tc, K£S§§Crt©T-7/M±T% PA

T, TSfi3^±SE6©ftS*)-a't>4i:*,^7-r« (IS
e ) „ msasa&& (a^tt) tcrnsggg

[0 0 3 3] *3WBg«»cJ:titf, TSffi3 t±S«6
fcftSD^fo-ti. 5 jimS-PlPEa, -ftfcfcofcTSffi

3 fc±gffi 6 »C*fLT. 13 CSESfc^B LfcftftHffitt

*, TSK3 i:±Sffi 6#SI€M fl»fti*

[003 4]

[0 0 3 5] $fc, S2»WfcJ:ntf, ^m4>T-s«^

ttfx-2. ±.mmtTWs.<mwTtiitmitxzz„
[0 0 3 6] Hits m3&WlcJ:tHfs ±mmtTWR

[0®©S#4I»Hy1]

[B 1 ] *%PR<Dm 1 ©^SSJB^©ffiBBH^7S^gat

[02] m£m&m<Dm&x&<Dm*nk-rmjZ.&\&®

[03] *^0%2 0llttgEfi0Ka9»HRB^Blc



(

7

[05] *&w<Dm3(»nMBm<Dfc£km?m&%i&£

m 6 ] mmMMm<Dmmxm<D&z^tm^m^m

[@7] mM,m*&mm&**-?m#.®m®T&z 0

[08] mgkmKmm<DmmM*7K?mmffimz'&

[09] ^m<D&ik£*mm<Dmmj:mzK?m£.m

[010] mmkmvmghigTjigmvm&xmomz

[®i]

) #BB2 000-3 1 0 759
8

1 tmm
2 KAtfB
3 TSffi

5 ««««
6 ±mm
7 Kffflttt

7 a SlO««%«E
7 b %2<D<&m%km

) 8 SMMRKfa
9 ymmmmmmm®
c XSggg

[02]

[07]

"BOJE

13 15 W

11



(6) 8fP2 0 0 0-3 1 0 7 5 9



(7) ftffl 2 0 0 0 - 3 1 0 7 5 9



(8) &m 2 0 0 0 - 3 1 0 7 5 9

[01 0]

ft
17 18

F£-i>(#;?) 2H088 EA02 FA03 FA04 FA16 FA17

FA20 FA30 HA01 KA02 MAI

7

MA20

4D075 AC06 AC82 AC88 BB46Z

CA47 DA06 DB11 DC19 DC22

EA21 EA35

4F042 AA06 BA06 DB41 DF09

5F031 CA05 GA08


